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Surpassing Certainty
Q1: Would you recommend this book? Why or why not? 
Q2: Strip clubs have long had a seedy reputation, but so many modern feminist icons 
like Maya Angelou, Amber Rose, Cardi B and Janet Mock have sourced these 
spaces as a training ground for learning human behavior on its most basic level. Is 
there something to this? What are some of the lessons Janet learns about others and 
herself while working at Club Nu? Discuss  the statements of Chris Rock. Do you 
follow the ideology of Mock or Rock? Why or why not? 
Q3: Mock defines mahu as a term that acknowledges transgender identity in Native 
Hawaiian culture. Let's discuss the idea of transgender as spiritual healers and 
caretakers and how that contrasts to the ignorance of this identity in Western culture. 
Could this be a healthier way for individuals to understand and accept transgender 
identities or is this another way to "other" people who are transgender?. 
Q4: Mock sites several instances where her appearance and her ability to "pass" has 
helped her gain access into a variety of spaces. How does Mocks looks present as 
both a privilege and leave her vulnerable to marginalization? How does she navigate 
the complexities of race and the culture of beauty in a body she, at times felt insecure 
about in the presence of other women yet held a certain power over men?
Q5: Discuss the toxicity in our society that leads individuals who choose to live a 
stealth lifestyle. What work can we do in our communities and society that will allow 
people to not have to isolate themselves so they can be themselves?
Q6: On page 20, Mock writes about racialized sexism and how white women are 
applauded, celebrated, and allowed to profit by baring their own bodies, but black 
and Latina women are shamed. Do you agree? What examples do you see in the 
media that confirm or dispel this belief?Q7: Mock calls her disclosure to Troy "an 
imperfect system". What makes it imperfect? Given how dangerous it is to disclose, 
what would be the ideal? 
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Q8: Mock navigates layers of racism that exist in different contexts depending on 
location...from Hawaii, to Rhode Island, to New York...the strip club, the college 
campus, the office, even her relationship with Troy. How does her biracial identity 
with a distinctly Hawaiian background inform her navigation of racism? 
Q9: Let's discuss the double standard  that exists when black women engage in 
interracial relationships versus black men who engage in interracial relationships, 
with black women often being labeled as "sellouts" while black men are seen as 
having "made it". Are these attitudes changing? How is this form of patriarchy...this 
belief that black women "belong" to black men being challenged? If it's not, how 
can we challenge it?
Q10: Describe the unique circumstances of race in Mock's own family? Her father 
not openly embraced by her Native Hawaiian family, her mother's distrust of white 
people, her aunt's open discussions regarding the hardships of being black 
women in America...how did this prepare her to navigate racism in the world and 
face criticism by strangers of her relationship to Troy?
Q11: In so many instances when Mock is traumatized, she blames herself...for the 
racist comments of her classmates, for the rape by Anthony...why do women 
blame ourselves when we are victimized? How does Anthony's toxic masculinity 
make him feel he has permission to rape? How does Mock blame herself?
Q12: How does Mock's complicated relationship with her mother help her find 
her independence?
Q13: Mock talks about how in advancing her education, she didn't want to ask for 
help because she was afraid of being pitied? Have you ever feared asking for 
help when you needed it? How does Mock's friendship with Lindsey encourage 
her to keep pursuing her education when in the minds of her family and friends 
she had overachieved? 
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Q14: How does Mock's authenticity consistently help her? A faculty advisor 
encourages Mock to bring her full self into her personal statement. Are you bringing 
your full self to your job, your relationships, the personal statement of your life? Do 
you fear that being your full self could backfire? 
Q15: Mock is very inspired by popular culture. If you had to name 3 movies that 
have inspired you, what would they be? Albums? TV shows?
Q16: Mock says that in surviving, persevering, and overcoming the scarcity of her 
background, she decided to resist work focusing on trauma. Do people from 
marginalized and oppressed backgrounds owe it to their communities to create 
activist work? Do you feel writing or creating less serious work is a form of 
resistance or escapism? Is escapism a form of resistance or just a way to avoid 
difficult subjects or conversations?
Q17: Mock's cover letter and interview style is extremely bold at Playboy, yet it is 
successful. What's the boldest thing you've ever done in your professional life?
Q18: What are your thoughts on Camille. the black girl at InStyle who refused to 
code switch, whose creativity was stifled, who refused to put in any effort in her 
appearance or demeanor to get ahead at InStyle? Have you ever felt you had to 
dull yourself in order to appear less threatening in order to get a job, or advance 
on a job?
Q19: Describe Mock's interactions with the black women at InStyle. Did the Brown 
Bag Lunch conversation ring true or false for you? Why or why not? 
Q20: When Mock joins People Magazine, she works hard to move up the ranks and 
become an asset to the company. Instead of being rewarded with a promotion, she is 
labeled a "diva" and both she and her Vietnamese supervisor are reduced to 
stereotypes. Have you been a victim of stereotyping at work? If so, what did you do to 
rise above it?
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